Expert System Diagnosing Anxiety Disorder Using Based Naïve Bayes Method
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ABSTRACT

Psychological problems such as Anxiety Disorder have become a common problem in the world. Most sufferers of this disease are under 45 years old on average and usually this disorder often attacks the mentality of women. However, this disease is often considered trivial and not many sufferers realize it. Not to mention the handling of course requires quite a lot of money. Another thing is the lack of information about this disease, which causes the risk of sufferers of Anxiety Disorder to increase every year. To solve existing problems, it can be solved by using computer technology in the health sector that can diagnose a disease like an expert, namely an expert system application disease symptoms. The purpose of this study is as a first step to treat this disorder as quickly as possible. The application of the Naïve Bayes method plays a role in being able to provide diagnostic results because the Naïve Bayes method is considered capable of providing the largest clarification of the value of v based on the selected symptoms.
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1. Introduction

The development of computer technology has had an important impact on all fields. This has resulted in almost all work activities involving computers. The involvement of today's computer technology can certainly solve community problems in the form of a limited scope to leave the house during the COVID-19 pandemic to check with an expert, not to mention the limited cost which is a big obstacle for the community during the pandemic because many workers have been laid off. With its technology, computers can help humans in solving a problem in any field, such as in the fields of health, economics and others. One of the developments in computer technology in the health sector is the application of expert systems. An expert system is a system that is able to solve problems like an expert or expert.

These problems can be solved by using an expert system application, where the analysis approach uses the Naïve Bayes method. The Naïve Bayes method is a clarification of the probability and statistical methods proposed by the British scientist Thomas Bayes, where this method is based on previous experience, namely estimating future possibilities. The Naïve Bayes method is also considered to have good potential in clarifying documents compared to other clarification methods in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency [1].
One of the mental illnesses that is often taken for granted is Anxiety Disorder. If this disease is ignored, it will cause the sufferer to have difficulty in activities. In addition, if this disease is continuously ignored, it will cause systemic complications that lead to death for the sufferer. Now the highest number of people with mental disorders is more than 8.4 million people, this number is the highest case in Southeast Asia, namely in Indonesia. Even WHO states that Anxiety is a mental disorder whose prevalence is increasing every year [2].

The purpose of this study is to produce information in diagnosing the symptoms of a disease experienced by the sufferer.

In the same study by [3] with the study of Diagnosing Anxiety Disorders Using the Certainty Factor Method in this study there were 3 types of diseases while for symptom data there were 14 symptoms of the disease and had the results of percentage calculations. Then in research [4] entitled Expert System for Early Detection of Anxiety Disorders Using the Web-Based Forward Chaining Method where this study diagnosed 15 disease data and 16 symptom data and for the design results were designed using a rule base in the form of the Forward Chaining inference method. Another study related to Anxiety Disorder [5] entitled Implementation of the Forward Chaining Method in an Anxiety Disorder Diagnosing Expert System with the results of an expert system using the forward chaining inference method, with 5 types of disease samples and 44 symptoms. In another previous study with the title Expert System for Diagnosing Anxiety Disorders Using the Android-Based Forward Chaining Method [6] where the study used 23 total symptoms and the inference method was the forward chaining method. Then in another study by [7] in his research related to Detection of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder Anxiety Disorders there were 3 clarifications of OCD anxiety disorder, 20 symptoms, then in this study only examined one type of anxiety disorder and the diagnosis results in the form of the density value of 81%. And in the same study with the title But in this study the diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder (anxiety disorders) uses disease data as many as 6 types of Anxiety Disorders and 30 symptoms and their solutions. In designing the system to determine the diagnostic results, this study applies the Naïve Bayes method, which is considered to have a fairly good accuracy value to clarify the diagnosis of a disease.

2. Method

2.1 Research Framework

This research method consists of a research framework, which is a description of how it works and the steps for conducting research, while the framework of this research includes:
a. Problem analysis
The first stage is problem analysis, problem analysis in this study is in the form of problems that occur in the lack of knowledge about Anxiety Disorder and diagnose this disease without having to go to the experts.

b. Data collection
The second stage is data collection, where there are two techniques in data collection, namely primary data and secondary data, namely:
1). Primary data is in the form of observation, namely data collection which is carried out by direct observation at the Sultan Sulaiman Regional General Hospital, which is located at Jl. Negara KM 58 No.315, Firdaus, Kec. Sei Rampah, Serdang Bedagai Regency, North Sumatra 20995.
2). Primary data in the form of interviews conducted with the resource person, namely dr. Endah Tri Lestari, M.Ked, Sp.KJ.
3). Secondary data is in the form of literature studies, namely collecting data from several books, several journals and also internet sources.

c. Data analysis
The third stage of data analysis, in this study, is to choose any data obtained from the results of data collection such as disease data, symptom data and symptom probability between disease classes.

d. Implementation of the Naïve Bayes Method
The fourth stage at this stage is to carry out a test action on the data to be processed using the Naïve Bayes method that has been implemented. The Naïve Bayes method is a clarification with the probability and statistical methods proposed by the British scientist Thomas Bayes, which predicts future opportunities based on previous experiences [1].
The formula for implementing Naïve Bayes is:
P(Gi | vj) = \frac{n_v + m_p}{n+m} (1)

e. System planning
The fifth stage of system design in this study using programming languages, namely PHP and HTML, for the database using MySQL and XAMPP. Because the expert system diagnoses Anxiety disorder which is designed on a web-based basis.

f. System Test
The sixth stage at this stage the system that was built will be tested. System testing is a process in terms of trying and finding out whether the expert system in diagnosing Anxiety Disorder using the Naïve Bayes method is indeed feasible or in accordance with what is expected. This test is carried out in order to find out the weaknesses and advantages of the system that was built.

g. System Implementation
The seventh stage which is the last stage of system implementation is the step made in completing the design in a system in accordance with the design that has been built and has been agreed upon.

3. Result and Discussion

In designing this expert system by taking sources from experts or doctors, books and journals. This design will be web-based which is useful for detecting disease using the nave Bayes method.

a. Types of Anxiety Disorder
The table below describes the types of anxiety disorders, which are 6 types of diseases and their disease codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Code</th>
<th>Disease Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>Panic Disorder without Agoraphobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>Social Phobia Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>Generalized Anxiety Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>Post Traumatic Stress Disorder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Symptoms of Anxiety Disorder
The table below describes the symptoms of anxiety disorder, which totals 30 symptoms of the disease along with their symptom codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Code</th>
<th>Disease Symptoms Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G01</td>
<td>Excessive anxiety or worry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G02</td>
<td>Ganic attacks that occur within 1 month or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G03</td>
<td>Gersistent worry about having another attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G04</td>
<td>There is agoraGhobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G05</td>
<td>Losing control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G06</td>
<td>Always feeling restless and thinking unrealistically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G07</td>
<td>ReGeated Ganic attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G08</td>
<td>Motor tension (headache)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G09</td>
<td>Nervous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G10</td>
<td>Shaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G11</td>
<td>Can’t relax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G12</td>
<td>Autonomic overactivity (lightheadedness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G13</td>
<td>Sweating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G14</td>
<td>Heart beating fast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c. Rule Base
The rule base for each type of anxiety disorder:
1). Ganic Disorder with Agoraphobia (G01) : G01, G02, G03, G04, G05, G07, G13, G15, G17, G20
2). Ganic Disorder without Agoraphobia (G02) : G01, G02, G03, G05, G07, G13, G15, G17, G20
3). Social Gophobia Disorder (G03) : G01, G02, G06, G10, G13, G14, G20
4). Generalized Anxiety Disorder (G04) : G01, G02, G06, G08, G09, G10, G11, G12, G13, G14, G15, G16, G17, G18, G19, G20, G21
5). Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (G05) : G01, G17, G20, G22, G23, G24
6). Gost Traumatic Stress Disorder (G06) : G01, G13, G14, G25, G26, G27, G28, G29, G30

d. ExamGle Case Study of Naïve Bayes method
For examGle, a user (Gatient) has symptoms of Anxiety Disorder that is being suffered. The calculation using the Naïve Bayes method is as follows:
Symptom :
G01 = Loss of control
G06 = Always feel restless and think unrealistically
G14 = Heart GalGitations
G21 = Difficulty concentrating

The steGs for calculating naive Bayes are as follows:
1) Determine the value of nc for each class.
   If a symptom is a disease class, then nc will be 1 otherwise it will be 0.
   Disease 1 (G01) Ganic Disorder with Agoraphobia
   Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
   Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
   Total symptoms (m) = 30
   G01.nc = 1
   G06.nc = 0
   G14.nc = 0
   G21.nc = 0

   Disease 2 (G02) Ganic Disorder without Agoraphobia
   Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
   Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
   Total symptoms (m) = 30
   G01.nc = 1
   G06.nc = 0
   G14.nc = 0
   G21.nc = 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Code</th>
<th>Disease Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G15</td>
<td>Hard to breathe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G16</td>
<td>Gastric Gomplaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G17</td>
<td>Headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G18</td>
<td>Dry mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G19</td>
<td>Anxiety (worried about bad luck)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>Anxiety (feeling on edge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G21</td>
<td>Anxiety (difficulty concentrating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G22</td>
<td>Recurrent obsessions or comGulsions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G23</td>
<td>There is 1 thought or action that can’t be resisted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G24</td>
<td>Fear of being dirty, exGosed to germs or infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G25</td>
<td>The Presence of trauma in the memory of an event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G26</td>
<td>Social withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G27</td>
<td>Gathering of feelings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G28</td>
<td>Hard to sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G29</td>
<td>The duration of the symptoms is more than one month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G30</td>
<td>Mood disorders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Disease 3 (G03) Social Phobia Disorder
Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
Total symptoms (m) = 30
G01.nc = 1
G06.nc = 1
G14.nc = 1
G21.nc = 0

Disease 4 (G04) Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
Total symptoms (m) = 30
G01.nc = 1
G06.nc = 1
G14.nc = 1
G21.nc = 1

Disease 5 (G05) Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
Total symptoms (m) = 30
G01.nc = 1
G06.nc = 0
G14.nc = 0
G21.nc = 0

Disease 6 (G06) Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Symptom value for each class (n) = 1
Symptom value divided by many disease classes (G) = 1/6 = 0.1667
Total symptoms (m) = 30
G01.nc = 1
G06.nc = 0
G14.nc = 1
G21.nc = 0

2) Calculate the value of $G(ai | vj)$ and calculate the value of $G(Gj)$
At this stage, the Probability value of the i-th symptom to the j-th disease will be calculated. The first step starts from the disease class. In calculating the Probability value, we use $(ai | vj)$ and $G(vj)$ as follows:

1st Anxiety Disorder (G01) Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
$(G01 | G01) = (1+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
$(G06 | G01) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$
$(G14 | G01) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$
$(G21 | G01) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$

2nd Anxiety Disorder (G02) Panic Disorder without Agoraphobia
$(G01 | G02) = (1+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
$(G06 | G02) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$
$(G14 | G02) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$
$(G21 | G02) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$

3rd Anxiety Disorder (G03) Social Phobia Disorder
$(G01 | G03) = (1+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
$(G06 | G03) = (1+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
$(G14 | G03) = (1+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
$(G21 | G03) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1613$

4th Anxiety Disorder (G04) Generalized Anxiety Disorder
$(G01 | G04) = (0+(30*0.1667))/(1+30) = 0.1936$
(G06│G04) = \frac{(1+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

(G14│G04) = \frac{(1+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

(G21│G04) = \frac{(1+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

5th Anxiety Disorder (G05) Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

(G01│G05) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

(G06│G05) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1613

(G14│G05) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1613

(G21│G05) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1613

6th Anxiety Disorder (G06) Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(G01│G06) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

(G06│G01) = \frac{(1+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1613

(G14│G01) = \frac{(1+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1936

(G21│G01) = \frac{(0+(30\times0.1667))/(1+30)}{1+30} = 0.1613

3) Calculate G(ai│vj) x G(vj) for each class v

1st Anxiety Disorder (G01) Ganic Disorder with Agoraphobia

=G(G01) x G(G01│G01) x G(G06│G01) x G(G14│G01) x G(G21│G01)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1613 x 0.1613 x 0.1613
= 0.00013544

2nd Anxiety Disorder (G02) Ganic Disorder without Agoraphobia

=G(G02) x G(G01│G02) x G(G06│G02) x G(G14│G02) x G(G21│G02)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1613 x 0.1613 x 0.1613
= 0.00013544

3rd Anxiety Disorder (G03) Social Phobia Disorder

=G(G03) x G(G01│G03) x G(G06│G03) x G(G14│G03) x G(G21│G03)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1613
= 0.00019511

4th Anxiety Disorder (G04) Generalized Anxiety Disorder

=G(G04) x G(G01│G04) x G(G06│G04) x G(G14│G04) x G(G21│G04)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1936
= 0.00023418

5th Anxiety Disorder (G05) Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

=G(G05) x G(G01│G05) x G(G06│G05) x G(G14│G05) x G(G21│G05)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1613 x 0.1613 x 0.1613
= 0.00013544

6th Anxiety Disorder (G06) Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

=G(G06) x G(G01│G06) x G(G06│G06) x G(G14│G06) x G(G21│G06)
= 0.1667 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1936 x 0.1613
= 0.00016256

4) Determine the result of the clarification value, namely the value of v which has the largest multiplication value.

G01 = 0.00013544 x 100% = 0.013544 %
G02 = 0.00013544 x 100% = 0.013544 %
G03 = 0.00019511 x 100% = 0.19511 %
G04 = 0.00023418 x 100% = 0.23418 %
G05 = 0.00013544 x 100% = 0.013544 %
G06 = 0.00016256 x 100% = 0.16256 %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Code</th>
<th>Disease Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G01</td>
<td>Ganic Disorder with Agoraphobia</td>
<td>0.013544%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G02</td>
<td>Ganic Disorder without Agoraphobia</td>
<td>0.013544%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G03</td>
<td>Social Phobia Disorder</td>
<td>0.019511%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusion

Based on the research that has been done on the system for diagnosing anxiety disorders, it can be concluded that, with the construction of this system, it can certainly help the community and provide convenience for early diagnosis of anxiety disorders based on the symptoms that exist in the system. The expert system using the Naive Bayes method works by entering symptoms and performing Naive Bayes calculations. And the results of disease diagnosis in this system are based on the largest V value. This expert system with the Naive Bayes method is designed and built based on a web that has a main page menu, login menu, disease data menu, data symptom menu, data rules menu, training data menu, diagnostic data menu, user data menu, profile menu, consultation menu, diagnostic menu for users. The way the diagnosis works is of course using the Naive Bayes method which is able to provide diagnostic results.
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